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Pressure Washer 

Risk Existing Controls Likelihood 
1 -  5 

Severity 
1 - 5 

Risk Score 
L x S 

Further actions to take 

Bodily injury The area is to be kept clear of non-essentials 1 3 3 If sockets are used at the venue, we ask the 
client to check these prior to the event 

Fire Risk All diesel pressure washers are delivered and used 
upright and have thorough checks, including oil and 
diesel levels prior to use.  Only trained employees 
must handle and use the pressure washer 

1 5 5 None 

Burns from Exhaust Exhaust is covered with mesh and only trained 
employees should be allowed near or use the 
generator 

2 2 4 Petrol generators should be staked and bunted 
off to make them highly visible 

Injury through 
participants access to 
petrol 

All spare fuel must be stored in a suitable container 
and locked in a safe and secure location.  Units must 
be switched off during refuelling 

1 2 2 None 

Skin irritation to user  All cleaning agents to be diluted  to the correct 
concentration 

2 2 2 Wear protective clothing 

Mist landing on 
members of the 
public 

Make a specific assessment to ensure that public do 
not enter into mist area - erect barriers and notices 
at a suitable safe distance 

3 2 6 If using pressure washer outdoors, check which 
way the wind is blowing and allow extra distance 
to barrier 

 

L = Likelihood, S = Severity, L x S = Risk Score, with 1 = Lowest risk and 5 = Highest risk 

Risk and likelihood are worked out using numbers 1 – 5.  These are then multiplied to give the risk score.  Ace Tones Entertainment Ltd recommend that client’s undertake their 

own risk assessment to suit individual needs.  We strive to have no risk score over 10 and anything over 20 would result in Ace Tones Entertainment Ltd not running the kit 
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Method statement for               All measurements in ‘ft’ 

Unit size (L x H x D)  Various 

Minimum area required 2m2 Various 

Power required 13amp or 9KVA N/A 

Operators 1 One  

Arrival on site 

 Find a safe and practical entrance point to unload kit 

 Confirm location is suitable for equipment 

 Ensure ground is flat and free from obstructions 

 Allow a minimum of 2 ft (0.6m) clearance 
 

The set up  The pack down  
 Plug pressure washer into a waterproof power supply or IP rated extension 

lead 
 Turn tap off 

 Connect hose pipe to water supply and plug the hose into the pressure washer  Setting 1 on (cold water) pull trigger until all water has dissipated 

 Turn tap on to fill the water butt inside pressure washer (keep tap on)  Undo hose and pack away 

 Ensure the generator has adequate diesel if using temperature control  Pack away extension leads, cleaning products and pallets. 

 The operation  Pressure washer to return to its dedicated place in the warehouse. 

 Put goggles on and steel toe caps   

 Turn the knob to first setting   

 If using heat turn the knob to the heat button which is the second function, if 
heat is not required turn knob to first setting 

  

 Goggles and steel toe capped boots to be worn when pressure washing   

 If washing muddy/dirty equipment place 10 plastic pallets out and place object 
to wash on pallets to ensure dirt falls away. 

 Spray with TFR then wash 

  

 


